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TECHNIQUE AND SKILL TEST 

 

Tenpin bowling is a SPORT and as such identifies common skill attributes possessed by all 

elite performers.  These attributes can be trained into your game with the help of skilled 

coaches.  A skilled coach can direct you to correct development of technique, (including the 

mental game) and sport specific fitness. 

 

The level of training should match how you see your game.  If you are a competition bowler 

your training should be monitored so that you can identify the components that improve your 

game and others that are detrimental to your style of play. 

 

During this series of self-help you will notice that 20-30 repetitions are required for each of 

the training monitors. 

 

Great players like any other sport know the key factors that produce the best result for their 

style of play and the equipment they use. 

 

Constant repetition and practice of the range of shots they are able to perform enable them to 

adapt to most conditions and lane surfaces they will encounter to ‘place’ at more tournaments 

consistently. 

 

Those bowlers with the muscle memory and this knowledge honed from training and 

bowling tournaments handle pressure more easily as they know their skill over many games 

will see them in the money positions and the teams of their choice. 

 

Mental skills are developed first by creating the muscle memory to perform a variety of shots 

automatically. Professional bowlers understand that some physical skills require more than 

1800 repetitions to master some changes. 

 

This training enables the aspiring to elite performer to execute each shot with precision so 

they are able to concentrate on other strategies of playing and matters at hand i.e. playing the 

odd lane, and the even lane to score maximally, watching for variations of lane topography 

and breakdown of the lane condition as the tournament progresses. 

 

MEASURING PERFORMANCE OF TECHNIQUE AND SKILL 
 

All training should have a performance enhancement goal.  The athlete needs to have 

performance indicators to measure how he/she is going in training. 

 

Tournament results, (placing’s) are an indication of the athlete’s performance against the 

standard bowler who enters the contest. 

 

An athlete who is not improving should investigate the cause. 

 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SKILL AND TECHNIQUE 

 

Technique is the ability to perform the movements of the sport using efficient and economic 

use of movement to produce a blueprint of power, stability, accuracy, rhythm and tempo of 

the lower and upper body to deliver the basics required to play the sport. 
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Skill is the ability to use all technique components and combine those components to play 

and read the lane, make accurate decisions of the play strategies required, and make the 

correct complementary adjustments of technique, equipment and area. 

 

PART 1 – MEASURING TECHNIQUE 

Stage 1.  Basic test of technique – Release, Balance & Shoulder Leverage. 

 

Monitor over a t least 30 deliveries your consistent release feelings and release point in 

swing, ensuring follow-thorough action is maintained matching each previous delivery. 

 

Over 30 deliveries grade perfect balance at the foul line.  The lean forward from hip to 

shoulder during release should be consistent.  Shoulder leverage is the next critical leverage 

point. 

 

Your shoulder should resist the weight of the ball and remain firm throughout all phases of 

the approach. 

 

The shoulder should be at right angles to the intended trajectory (path) of the ball through the 

first 15 feet of the lane (the ‘heads’). 

 

At the stage, technique monitoring is effectively done using a video camera.  Front view, side 

view and view from behind.  You will be able to view movements at a slower rate as well as 

observe movement patterns from one delivery to the next. 

 

Measure your repetitive timing over many deliveries. 

 

The viewing of the technique from one training session early in the competition season to the 

end of training or during a period when you are bowling your best will be a valuable insight 

into further developing your technique. 

 

The assistance of a coach who knows your game is invaluable during periods when you are 

training and adding new technique refinements to your game.  What is your score? 

 

Stage 2.  Intermediate test of technique (once perfect scores are attained at Stage 1). 

 

Test these components over 30 deliveries: 

 

a) Timing and size steps, combined with initial and subsequent movements of the ball 

(consistency). 

b) Pattern (direction) and tempo of steps (consistent).  Measure by putting coins on the 

approach (well to the side of the bowler but not in the path of others) to match the size of 

your steps. 

c) Presence of ‘free swing’ (no muscling action causing inconsistency).  The weight of the 

ball and the height of the swing should be the only determinants in a totally free swing. 

d) Consistent release point and follow through along the intended line. 

e) Target shooting accuracies along 2 or more points on the land (in the ‘heads’ area).  Mark 

these areas with tape on the lanes and monitor your targeting ability.  Design work sheets 

to record your results – Compare your results with the same period at the end of the year.  

What is your score? 
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Talk to your Centre Manager or any of the friendly staff who will be happy to arrange for 

some personalised coaching for you. 

 

There is no way you can achieve genuine and ongoing improvement without the help of a 

good coach; it is not the type of game that lends itself to self-coaching – you will not know 

what you do not know! 

 

Many bowlers have tried to coach themselves and only succeeded in practicing their faults 

until they can produce them with out fail. 

 

What ever technique you are practicing, there is no substitute to time on the lanes. 

 

There has never been a champion bowler who has not been prepared to put in the practice 

hours.  Just like any other sport, bowling rewards the dedicated hard workers. 
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